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Introduction to Topological Data Analysis
TDA is a large and growing field using a wide variety of techniques.
The common theme is to use ideas from algebraic topology to create robust tools for
studying large data sets in high dimensions.
In many cases, TDA is able to give information about the “shape” of the data that
can’t be seen by other tools.
Example: A gray scale image from a 1 megapixel camera is a point in R1000000 .
So a collection of images is a finite set of points in R1000000 .
Carlsson used TDA techniques to study images of a human hand and produce
interpolated images that couldn’t be produced by more “linear” methods.
TDA can also be applied to medical images, or other sources of images.
Example: Biopsies of breast cancer tumors have a “gene expression profile” which is a
vector in R24,479 . TDA was used to identify a new non-lethal form of breast cancer.
(Details in the last talk.)
Many other data sets are in lower dimensions, e.g. R9 , but are still difficult to
visualize or understand with traditional tools.
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TDA successes
TDA has had a large number of successful applications. Here are just a few:
Image analysis, including character recognition, medical images, object
recognition, etc.
Genetic analysis, in one case leading to the discovery of a new form of breast
cancer. In other, discovering new forms of diabetes.
Analysis of sports statistics, e.g. to basketball players.
Sensor networks and coverage.
Analysis of the distribution of galaxies and the “cosmic web.”
Non-homogeneity of the cosmic microwave background.
Financial data? Only a small amount of work so far.
I will discuss some of these in later talks, when we have the necessary tools.
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Introduction to persistent homology
TDA as a whole is too large to cover in a few lectures.
My talks will mostly focus on “persistent homology,” one of the most fundamental
tools of TDA, and the first to be developed.
In fact, the idea of the Vietoris-Rips complex appeared first in the 1927 paper:
L. Vietoris, Über den höheren Zusammenhang kompakter Räume und eine
Klasse von zusammenhangstreuen Abbildungen. Mathematische Annalen
(1927), 454–472.
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den hiiheren Zusammenhang kompakter l ume und
eine Klasse von zusammeMmngsWeuen Abbildungen.
Von

L. Vietoris in Wien.

Den Begriff der eindeutigen stetigen Abbildung einer Menge K auf
eine andere R kann man schrittweise einengen, indem maD fordert, dab
das Gesamturbild, d.i. die Menge aller Urbilder jedes Punktes yon R
zusammenh~ngend, da6 sie ein/ach zusammenh~ngend sein sell, da6 sio
die 0-re, 1-re, 2-re, ..., n-re Zusammenhangszahl (in verschiedenen genau
anzugebenden Bedeutungen) gleich 0 bat. Wit wexden unter anderen
weitergehenden S~itzen zeigen, da6 diese Abbildungen, auf kompakte abgeschlossene Mengen angewendet, die 0- re, 1 - re, 2- re, ..., n- ge Zusammenhangszahl ungei~ndert lassen, bzw. die (n ~ l ) - t e nicht erhShenl).
Dazu wollen wir zuerst die topologischen Begriffe, deren Verhalten
gegeniiber diesen besonderen stetigen Abbildungen wir betrachten werden,
auf dem Boden der kombinatorischen Topologie genau gefa~ zusammenstellen, dann in die Topologie der Punktmengen iibertragen und schlie~lieh uusere Si~tze ableiten. Wenn wit anfangs vielfach Bekanntes darstellen, so geschieht das, um angesichts der noch nicht gefestigten Ter5 / 87
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Introduction to persistent homology
TDA as a whole is too large to cover in a few lectures.
My talks will mostly focus on “persistent homology,” one of the most fundamental
tools of TDA, and the first to be developed.
In fact, the idea of the Vietoris-Rips complex appeared first in the 1927 paper:
L. Vietoris, Über den höheren Zusammenhang kompakter Räume und eine
Klasse von zusammenhangstreuen Abbildungen. Mathematische Annalen
(1927), 454–472.
TDA in its modern form started in 2000-2004 with work of Carlsson, Edelsbrunner,
Letscher, de Silva, and Zomorodian.
Other early contributors were Collins, Ghrist, Guibas, and Harer.
The field has blossomed! MathSciNet lists 800 publications which include the phrase
“Topological Data Analysis” in the meta-data.
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The Vietoris-Rips complex
Recall that a point cloud is a finite subset X of RN for some N .
Or, more generally, a finite metric space.
I.e., for each x and y in X, we have d(x, y) in R such that:
d(x, y) = d(y, x).
d(x, y) ≥ 0, and d(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y.
d(x, y) + d(y, z) ≥ d(x, z).
Definition: Given X and s ≥ 0, the Vietoris-Rips complex VRs (X) is the simplicial
complex with n-simplicies
{{x0 , x1 , . . . , xn } | 0 < d(xi , xj ) ≤ s, ∀i 6= j}.
Note: For s = 0, get the set X with no higher simplices.
And for s large, get every possible simplex, which means
that the complex is contractible.
Note: If s1 ≤ s2 , then VRs1 (X) ⊆ VRs2 (X).

Demo.
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Persistent homology
For each s and n, we can consider Hn (VRs (X)).
(We work over a fixed field F; most software uses Q or Z/2.)
If we could find an “optimal” length scale s, we could study those groups and
learn about the shape of the data set.
In practice, no single length scale suffices, as different features appear at
different length scales.
The idea of persistent homology is to study Hn (VRs (X)) for all s and
treat classes that “persist” for wide ranges of s as important features.
This solves two problems: the need to choose a length scale,
and the problem of noisy data.
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Naive persistent homology
What does “persist” mean? Consider:
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In this data set, we will have H1 = F for 1 ≤ s < 2, so naively there is a
one-dimensional class that “persists” for s in that range.
√
But√clearly there are two classes here: one that persists for 1 ≤ s < 2 and another
for 2 ≤ s < 2.
To see this distinction, it is not enough to look at the groups Hn (VRs (X)).
We must also look at the induced maps!
In general, for s1 ≤ s2 , the inclusion VRs1 (X) ⊆ VRs2 (X) induces a map
Hn (VRs1 (X)) → Hn (VRs2 (X)).
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Example, continued
For 1 ≤ s <

For

√

√

2, the Vietoris-Rips complex is:

2 ≤ s < 2, the Vietoris-Rips complex is:

We have H1 = F for 1 ≤ s < 2.
√
For 1 ≤ s1 ≤ s2 < 2, the induced map F → F is the identity.
√
For 2 ≤ s1 ≤ s2 < 2, the induced map F → F is the identity.
√
But for 1 ≤ s1 < 2 ≤ s2 < 2, the induced map F → F is zero!
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The algebraic situation
We fix n and consider Hn (VRs (X)) as s varies.
Since X is finite, there are only finitely many values s at which the Vietoris-Rips
complex changes. So WLOG we consider an increasing sequence 0 ≤ s0 < s1 < · · · .
Letting Vi = Hn (VRsi (X)), we get a sequence
V0 −→ V1 −→ V2 −→ · · ·
of vector spaces and linear maps. We’d like to understand how elements “persist”.
Example:
+

id

id

F ⊕ F −→ F −→ F −→ · · ·
Here (1, 0) and (0, 1) both seem to persist forever, but intuitively this seems to be
double counting. We need to carefully choose the right basis.
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Persistence modules
Definition: A persistence module is a sequence
α

α

α

V0 −→ V1 −→ V2 −→ · · ·
of vector spaces and linear transformations such that each vector space
is finite-dimensional and such that the sequence stabilizes:
there exists an n such that α : Vk → Vk+1 is an isomorphism when k ≥ n.
Example: For 0 ≤ a ≤ b < ∞, let F[a, b] denote the persistence module:
id

id

0 −→ · · · −→ 0 −→ F −→ · · · −→ F −→ 0 −→ · · ·
a

b

For b = ∞, F[a, ∞] is
id

id

0 −→ · · · −→ 0 −→ F −→ F −→ · · ·
a
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Classification of persistence modules
Theorem: Every persistence module is isomorphic to a direct sum of F[a, b]’s,
unique up to order. (Proof later.)
Example:
+

id

/F
O

id

id

F ⊕ F −→ F −→ F −→ · · ·
is isomorphic to F[0, 0] ⊕ F[0, ∞]:
F ⊕O F

+

T ∼
=

F⊕F

∼
=
0⊕id

/0⊕F

/F
O

id

/ ···

∼
=
id

/0⊕F

id

/ ···

The isomorphism T sends (1, 0) to (1, −1) and (0, 1) to (0, 1).
That is, we choose the basis vectors (1, −1) and (1, 0) for the first space.
(1, −1) doesn’t persist at all, and (1, 0) persists forever.
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Another example
Theorem: Every persistence module is isomorphic to a direct sum of F[a, b]’s,
unique up to order.
Example: Given any linear map T : V → W , applying the theorem to
T

V −→ W −→ 0 −→ 0 −→ · · ·
says that V → W is isomorphic to
id

(F −→ 0)n ⊕ (F −→ F)r ⊕ (0 −→ F)c .
The first one is the null space/kernel, the second is the rank/image and the third is
the null space of the transpose/cokernel.
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Notes on classification of persistence modules
Theorem: Every persistence module is isomorphic to a direct sum of F[a, b]’s,
unique up to order.
Note: Another way to say this is that you can choose bases for each Vi such that α
sends basis vectors to basis vectors or 0, and no basis vector is hit by two others.
Note: The choice of basis vectors is not canonical. So there is in general no way to say
which homology classes persist and which don’t. But the collection of intervals [a, b] is
canonical, and completely determines the persistence module up to isomorphism.
Note: This is different from the clustering we’ve seen before.
E.g., in our example, (1, 0) and (0, 1) both hit 1, but we can’t
choose both as good basis elements.
(1,
(0,−1)
1)
···
(1, 0)
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Barcodes
We schematically draw F[a, b] as a horizontal line segment going from x = a to x = b:
F[1, 3]
F[0, 4]
F[2, 2]
F[2, ∞]

Applying this to the Vietoris-Rips complex means that for each n we get a collection
of barcodes.
Demo.
Note how there is always exactly one H0 barcode going to infinity, and no other Hn
barcodes going to infinity, since the Vietoris-Rips complex becomes contractible for
large s.
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Sketch of proof of classification
Given
filter V0 as

α

α

α

V0 −→ V1 −→ V2 −→ · · ·
0 ⊆ ker(V0 → V1 ) ⊆ ker(V0 → V2 ) ⊆ · · · ⊆ V0 .

Choose a basis for V0 compatible with this filtration.
This shows that the subobject V0 → α(V0 ) → α2 (V0 ) is of the form
F [0, 0]n0 ⊕ F [0, 1]n1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ F [0, ∞]n∞ .

(∗)

Then do the same for V1 , modulo this subobject.
Eventually you get to the stable range.
Uniqueness: in a sum like (∗), the exponent ni can be recovered as
dim(ker(V0 → Vi+1 )/ ker(V0 → Vi )).
And the exponents of F[a, b] for a > 0 are similarly recovered after quotienting by the
images of the Vi for i < a.
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The demo software
If you want to try the demo software, search for “Luke Wolcott TDA”.
My version has lots of modifications which I hope to share with Luke.
Tomorrow morning, Luis Scoccola will show you how to use more serious software for
these computations.

These slides
Are now on the Google Drive for the Summer School.
They will be updated at the end of the week with any minor fixes I make in the
meantime.
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The story so far
VR

{finite metric spaces} −→ {s-indexed simplicial complexes}
H

∗
−→
{an s-indexed vector space for each n}

−→ {a barcode for each n}
−→ {enlightenment}
But how do we compute those barcodes?
The idea is to work with modules over a polynomial ring. . .
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Modules over F[t]
F[t] is the ring of polynomials over the field F in one variable t, e.g. 3t2 − 2t + 1.
We add and multiply them as usual.
A module over F[t] is a vector space V with an operation F[t] × V → V that is
bilinear and associative.
This is the same as a vector space V with a linear map α : V → V .
The map α tells us how t acts on V : tv = α(v).
From that, we deduce how all polynomials act, e.g.
(3t2 − 2t + 1)v = 3α2 (v) − 2α(v) + v.
This doesn’t reproduce the notion of a persistence module, so we need to modify it. . .
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Graded modules over F[t]
F[t] is a graded ring: we can write it as a direct sum
F[t] =

∞
M

Mi ,

i=0

where Mi := {ati | a ∈ F} consists of the monomials of degree i.
The multiplication takes ati ∈ Mi and btj ∈ Mj to abti+j in Mi+j .
A graded module is a module V with a decomposition V = ⊕∞
j=0 Vj such that for
i
i
at ∈ Mi and v ∈ Vj , at v ∈ Vi+j .
Since the module structure is determined by α : V → V , it is enough to assume that
α takes Vj to Vj+1 .
In other words, a graded module V over F[t] is the same as a persistence module
α

α

α

V0 −→ V1 −→ V2 −→ · · · .
(Technically, a finitely-generated module.)
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The classification theorem, revisited
Theorem: Every persistence module is isomorphic to a direct sum of F[a, b]’s,
unique up to order.
This is a special case of a standard result:
Theorem: Every finitely generated graded module over F[t] (or over any graded
principal ideal domain) decomposes uniquely as

!  m
n
M
M
Σαi F[t] ⊕ 
Σγj F[t]/tdj F[t]
i=1

j=1

for some n, m, αi , γj , dj .
Let’s examine this one piece at a time.
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The classification theorem, revisited
Theorem: Every finitely generated graded module over F[t] (or over any graded
principal ideal domain) decomposes uniquely as

!  m
n
M
M
Σαi F[t] ⊕ 
Σγj F[t]/tdj F[t]
i=1

j=1

for some n, m, αi , γj , dj .
F[t] is a graded module over itself. Each Mi ∼
= F.
And multiplication by t is an isomorphism Mi → Mi+1 .
So this corresponds to the persistence module
id

id

id

F[0, ∞] : F −→ F −→ F −→ · · ·
Σa means that we raise degrees by a, so Σa F[t] is
id

id

F[a, ∞] : 0 −→ · · · −→ 0 −→ F −→ F −→ · · ·
a
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The classification theorem, revisited
Theorem: Every finitely generated graded module over F[t] (or over any graded
principal ideal domain) decomposes uniquely as

!  m
n
M
M
Σαi F[t] ⊕ 
Σγj F[t]/tdj F[t]
i=1

j=1

for some n, m, αi , γj , dj .
F[t]/td F[t] is the graded module where Mi has been quotiented to zero for i ≥ d.
So this corresponds to the persistence module
id

F[0, d − 1] : F −→ · · · −→ F −→ 0 −→ · · ·
0

d−1

And Σa (F[t]/td F[t]) corresponds to F[a, a + d − 1].
So the theorems say the same thing!
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Computing persistent homology
The real advantage of this point of view is for computation.
Let C i be the chain complex used for computing H∗ (VRsi (X)).
We have a diagram
..
..
.
.
∂

∂



Regard it as a chain complex
..
.

..
.
∂



∂



C20

/ C1
2

/ C2
2

/ ···

∂

∂

C10


/ C1
1


/ C2

/ ···

∂

∂

∂





C00

/



C01

∂

/

1



C02

of vector spaces over F.



C2∗
∂

∂

/ ···



C1∗


C0∗
of graded F[t]-modules.
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Computing persistent homology, II
Naive approach:
Compute the homology of each column, i.e., for each si .
Compute the induced maps Hn (VRsi (X)) → Hn (VRsi+1 (X)).
Work out the barcodes, using either approach to the theorem.
Note that there might be very many si ’s.
Instead:
Compute the homology of the complex of F[t]-modules, giving the answer directly
in terms of barcodes.
Is this any better in practice? Maybe working over F[t] just encodes all of the same
work?
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Computing persistent homology, III
Remarkably, Carlsson and Zomorodian show that the second method can be done
using roughly the same amount of work as the computation of Hn (VRs (X)) for a
single s!
They use that F[t] is better than your average PID:
The matrices that arise have monomials as entries, and the power of t can be
inferred, so one only needs to store elements of F.
By reducing matrices to “Smith normal form,” one can directly read off the
“torsion coefficients,” i.e., the barcodes.
By ordering rows by degree, they even avoid full computation of Smith normal form.
And this means that they never need to store the matrices (which would be very
large, but sparse).
The resulting algorithm requires O(m3 ) arithmetic operations in F, where m is the
total number of simplices.
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Efficiency
Despite the efficiency of the Carlsson-Zomorodian algorithm, for very large data sets it
can still be too slow.
For example, if there are k points in a data set, the Vietoris-Rips complex will have
m = 2k − 1 simplices if s is allowed to get large, so computing the homology requires
time exponential in k.
Moreover, depending on the field F, the time for each arithmetic operation can grow
exponentially.
Thus it is useful to reduce the size of the data set in a way that preserves as much
information as possible.
There are many approaches. de Silva and Carlsson (2004) propose using the witness
complex.
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Witness Complexes
First one chooses a subset L ⊆ X of landmark points.
L may be chosen randomly.
L may be chosen using maxmin: First pick l1 at random.
Then choose l2 that maximizes d(l1 , l2 ).
Then choose l3 that maximizes min(d(l1 , l3 ), d(l2 , l3 )). Etc.
Maxmin ensures that the landmark points are evenly spread.
The first option may reduce noise by focusing on denser parts of the data set.
Other methods can be used as well.
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Witness complexes, II
We have a point cloud X and a chosen subset L of landmark points.
We define the witness complex W (X, L) as follows:
The vertices of W (X, L) are the points in L.
For each x ∈ X, we find the two points {l1 , l2 } in L that are closest to x,
and add the edge {l1 , l2 }. (x is the “witness” that this edge should be added.)
A higher simplex is added if and only if all of its
edges are present.
The result is a smaller simplicial complex that in
many cases faithfully reflects the data set. Note
that there is no chosen length scale, and yet some
topological properties are preserved.
In the image, the landmark points are dark blue,
and the other points are red.
Image credit: Gao, Guibas, Oudot, Wang.
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Witness complexes with a scale parameter
To get persistent homology into the game, one can introduce a scale parameter s.
We define Ws (X, L) as follows:
Again, the vertices are the landmark points L.
For x ∈ X, let m(x) be the distance from x to the second-closest point in L.
An edge {l1 , l2 } is in Ws (X, L) if there exists x ∈ X such that
d(x, l1 ), d(x, l2 ) ≤ m(x) + s.
A higher simplex is added if and only if all of its edges are present.
When s = 0, this reproduces W (X, L).
(There are other variants of witness complexes as well that I won’t discuss.)
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Experimental results
de Silva and Carlsson did many experiments to evaluate this method.
For example, they generated a point cloud X on the unit sphere
S 2 in R3 by choosing 500 points uniformly at random.
Then they selected just 12 landmark points L, using maxmin.
Then they computed the persistent homology of Ws (X, L).
They repeated this 100 times. In every case, there was at least
one parameter value s that gave the correct homology groups for S 2 .
And the median length of the longest range [s1 , s2 ) of correct barcodes
was 92.4% of the maximum s for which the barcodes changed.
So in this case, the homology was computed in a very robust way.
Moreover, the median number of simplices was just 79.
By comparison, the Rips complex of L does much worse in all respects.
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Coming up next time
Density sampling, to get rid of noise and focus on the most dense parts of a data set.
This leads to multi-dimensional persistence, since we now have more than one
parameter we can vary.

References
A. Zomorodian, G. Carlsson, Computing Persistent Homology.
Discrete Comput. Geom. 33 (2005), 249–274.
V. de Silva, G. Carlsson, Topological estimation using witness complexes.
Proc. Sympos. Point-Based Graphics, 2004.
J. Gao, L. Guibas, S. Oudot, and Y. Wang,
Geodesic Delaunay Triangulation and Witness Complex in the Plane.
Proc. 19th ACM-SIAM Symposium on Discrete Algorithms (2008), 571–580.
You may not have been told that there is a pub in the building next door!
The grad club in Middlesex College.
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Density sampling
Noisy data is a problem for the naive persistent homology of the Vietoris-Rips
complex.
Demo.
One way to avoid this is to focus on the areas of the data set where the
points are most dense.
Many approaches. E.g. the Lesnick filtration, which was discussed
in one of Jardine’s talks and will probably come up in Rolle’s talk.
Scoccola also mentioned using a smoothed distance function.
I’ll describe the density filtration approach used by de Silva and Carlsson:
Fix a natural number K, and define δK (x) = d(x, y), where y is the Kth closest point
to x.
Then for R ≥ 0, let VRs,R (X) be the subcomplex of VRs (X) with vertices the points
x with δK (x) ≤ R. It contains all simplices of VRs (X) with those vertices.
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Density sampling, II
We defined VRs,R (X) (which depends on a fixed K as well).
When R ≤ R0 , VRs,R (X) ⊆ VRs,R0 (X).
For R small, only the densest regions are sampled. As R increases, eventually
VRs,R (X) = VRs (X).
de Silva and Carlsson choose K in an ad hoc way, and choose R so that a chosen
percentage of the data is selected, e.g., 25%.
Next we’ll see how this is applied to a real world data set.
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Natural images
Mumford, Lee, and Pedersen took a collection of 4167 outdoor digital photographs,
sampled random 3x3 regions in these images, and kept those with the most contrast,
ending up with 8,000,000 points in R9 .
In
G. Carlsson, T. Ishkhanov, V. de Silva, A. Zomorodian,
On the Local Behavior of Spaces of Natural Images.
Int. J. Comput. Vision 76(1) (2008) 1–12.
the authors (CISZ) studied this data set using the techniques we are discussing.
First they sampled 5000 of the 8,000,000 points at random, and did some further mild
normalization to this data.
At this point, the data was spread all over S 7 in R8 , and naively appeared to have no
other interesting topological structure. . .
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Natural images, K = 300, top 25%
CISZ then took K = 300 and chose R so that 25% of the points were selected.
The resulting H1 barcode is:

Image credit: Ghrist

So there is a clear circular structure to the data, with these parameters.
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Natural images, K = 300, top 25%
Further work revealed that the circle has to do with the orientation of a gradient
direction:

Image credit: Ghrist
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Natural images, K = 15, top 25%
On the other hand, with these parameters, one obtains:

Image credit: Ghrist
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Natural images, K = 15, top 25%
The two secondary circles are associated to vertical and horizontal gradients.

Image credit: Ghrist
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Natural images
Further (non-trivial!) work revealed a dense region with the topology of
the Klein bottle!
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Aside on the Klein bottle

Ring
Z/2
Q
Z/3
Z

H0
Z/2
Q
Z/3
Z

H1
Z/2 ⊕ Z/2
Q
Z/3
Z ⊕ Z/2

H2
Z/2
0
0
0

(rest zero)
(like the torus)
(like the circle)
(like the circle)
(like the Klein bottle?)
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Multi-dimensional persistence
Both the witness complex and density sampling give simplicial complexes with more
than one parameter.
For the witness complex Ws (X, L), one needs to choose the size of the landmark set
and the length parameter s.
For density sampling, one can vary K, R and s.
As we saw, in some cases one can make choices of the other parameters and
get good results.
However, just as we saw for s, choosing a good value for a parameter can be tricky,
and sometimes there is no single choice that works for all parts of the data set.
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Multi-dimensional persistence II
Studying persistence with several parameters is called multi-dimensional persistence,
and there is no definitive theory yet.
We’ll briefly outline:
G. Carlsson and A. Zomorodian, The theory of multi-dimensional persistence.
Discrete Comput. Geom. 42 (2009) 71–93.
We’ll focus on the case where we have a simplicial complex Ys,t with two parameters,
such that Ys,t ⊆ Ys0 ,t0 when s ≤ s0 and t ≤ t0 .
Choose increasing sequences s0 < s1 < s2 < · · · and t0 < t1 < t2 < · · · and set
Vi,j := Hn (Ysi ,tj ).
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2-graded persistence modules
We defined Vi,j := Hn (Ysi ,tj ). The inclusions of simplicial complexes produce a
diagram
..
..
..
.O
.O
.O
V0,2
O

/ V1,2
O

/ V2,2
O

/ ···

V0,1
O

/ V1,2
O

/ V2,1
O

/ ···

V0,0

/ V1,0

/ V2,0

/ ···

of vector spaces in which the squares commute.
We call such a diagram a 2-graded persistence module.
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Classification?
In the one parameter case, we classified such diagrams using barcodes.
Carlsson and Zomorodian show that for two or more parameters, there is a
classification, but it is highly non-trivial, depending for example on the field.
Even if you fix where basis elements are born or die, the classification is very
complicated.
However, we have no need for a perfect classification!
Indeed, other steps in our pipeline have thrown away information.
For example, taking the homology of a simplicial complex loses lots of information.
What’s important is for us to extract some useful information.
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The rank invariant
Carlsson and Zomorodian propose the rank invariant, defined as follows.
For u = (i, j) ∈ N2 and u0 = (i0 , j 0 ) ∈ N2 , write u ≤ u0 if i ≤ i0 and j ≤ j 0 .
Let D = {(u, u0 ) | u ≤ u0 }.
The rank invariant of the 2-graded persistence module V is the function ρV : D → N
defined by
ρV (u, u0 ) = rank(Vu → Vu0 ).
For example, ρV ((0, 1), (2, 3)) = rank(V0,1 → V2,3 ).
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The rank invariant, II
ρV ((0, 1), (2, 3)) = rank(V0,1 → V2,3 ):
..
.O

..
.O

6 V2,3
O

V0,2
O

/ V1,2
O

/ V2,2
O

/ ···

V0,1
O

/ V1,2
O

/ V2,1
O

/ ···

V0,0

/ V1,0

/ V2,0

/ ···

It’s defined for (u, u0 ) whenever u0 is in the quadrant above and to the right of u.
Note that ρV (u, u) = rank(id : Vu → Vu ) = dim Vu .
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Recovering barcodes
The rank invariant is defined similarly for any number of parameters.
For one parameter, the rank invariant ρV (i, i0 ) = rank(Vi → Vi0 ) is equal to
the number of barcodes [a, b] that contain the interval [i, i0 ].
And it’s not hard to see that the rank invariant determines the barcodes,
so it is a complete invariant in this case.

More on the rank invariant
There are many other papers proving properties of the rank invariant, including a
stability result.
There is also software (TOPCAT) for computing the rank invariant.
Applications include a “classification of hepatic lesions” and a “noise tolerant
shape-based approach to image retrieval.”
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Coming up next
The Mapper algorithm, which has many applications.
Lots of pretty pictures!

References
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Outline:
1. Persistent homology: intro, barcodes, demo
2. Efficient computation and witness complexes
3. Multi-dimensional persistence
4. The Mapper algorithm; examples
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Mapper
Today we describe a different tool from TDA which has had a large number of
successful applications. It was described in:
G. Singh, F. Mémoli and G. Carlsson, Topological Methods for the
Analysis of High Dimensional Data Sets and 3D Object Recognition.
Point Based Graphics 2007, Prague.
Instead of trying to determine the shape of the entire data set, Mapper’s goal is to
compress the data into a form that can be easily visualized.
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Motivating example
Consider the following “noisy” circle

in which points are coloured based on their distance from the leftmost point.

Image credit: Singh, Mémoli and Carlsson (next slide too)
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Noisy circle
Mapper breaks up the circle into
overlapping slices based on the
distance from the leftmost point.
It then decomposes each slice into
clusters, giving the coloured
vertices.
Two vertices are connected by an
edge if the clusters overlap.
In this case, the graph perfectly
captures the shape of the input.
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Human hand
Unlike persistent homology, Mapper
can give good information even for
contractible objects.
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Mapper in general
Input:
A point cloud X.
A function f : X → Z for some set Z.
A finite cover {Uα } of Z.
A choice of clustering algorithm.
Algorithm:
For each α, break Xα := f −1 (Uα ) into clusters.
For each α and each cluster c of Xα , we get a vertex (α, c).
We put an edge between vertices (α0 , c0 ) and (α1 , c1 ) if c0 and c1 overlap.
In general, we put in an n-simplex with vertices (α0 , c0 ), . . . , (αn , cn ) if
c0 ∩ · · · ∩ cn 6= ∅.
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Choice of Z and cover
We often choose Z = R and the cover to be
U[R, e] := { (kR − e, (k + 1)R + e) | k ∈ Z},
where R, e > 0 are fixed and e < R/2.
In this case, the output is always a graph, related to the “Reeb graph”.
Other choices can be used as well, such as Rd , S 1 , etc.
Fact: If the cover has the property that any intersection of more than d + 1 different
sets is always empty, then the output of Mapper has dimension ≤ d.
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Choice of f : X → Z
Sometimes one chooses an f intrinsic to the point cloud:
Distance from a given point.
One of the ambient coordinates.
A density measurement.
Others that we’ll see in examples.
On the other hand, sometimes f gives additional information about the data,
such as patient outcomes, some kind of quality indicator, etc.
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Choice of clustering algorithm
Any clustering algorithm that takes a point cloud X and produces a set of disjoint
subsets of X can be plugged into Mapper.
For example, one can fix s and use single linkage clustering, where x and y are in
the same cluster iff there is a path from x to y taking steps of size ≤ s.
This is just π0 (VRs (X)).
There are also approaches that use the persistent H0 homology,
to avoid dependence on a choice of s. I won’t discuss these here.
One could also use HDBSCAN* that Alex Rolle discussed this morning.
Ok, now for lots of examples!
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Basketball players grouped via Mapper
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Basketball analysis
Image credit: Muthu Alagappan, Sloan Sports Conference, 2012.
Method: Data from all 452 NBA players, 2010–2011.
Stats: rebounds, assists, turnovers, steals, blocked shots, personal fouls, point scored
(all per minute).
Filter function f : X → R2 : 1st and 2nd SVD components.
Roughly 30 × 30 covering sets.
Alagappan found that players naturally grouped into 13 new “positions” that more
accurately reflect playing styles and skills.
Colour shows points per game: blue low, red high.
He has slides from that conference that illustrate how he thinks this will allow teams
to improve their results.
Technical details: Lum et al, Extracting insights from the shape of complex data using
topology.
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Basketball players grouped via Mapper
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Breast cancer
Nicolau, Levine and Carlsson studied existing data on breast cancer tumors from 495
patients.
Each tumor has a “gene expression profile,” giving a point in R24,479 .
They computed the deviation vector from each point from the closest “healthy state
model” point, and kept only the genes with the most significant departure from
normal. After this, each patient gives a point in R262 .
Distances between points are defined to be correlation distance, rather than Euclidean
distance.
Filter function: 4th power of 2-norm: kgk4 . The range was covered by 15 intervals
with 80% overlap.
Nodes coloured by filter function.
Mapper was used to produce a graph. Note that the only input to the whole process
was the genetic information.
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The section labelled “c-MYB+” is a newly identified form of breast cancer with 100%
survival rate. It makes up 7.5% of the cases.
Note that it was grouped in this way without using the patient outcomes at all!
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Breast cancer via clustering
Traditional clustering methods, such as “average linkage”, don’t see this cluster:

It is spread over many clusters.
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Health care providers
Data: utilization, payment,
units per claim, etc.
Colour: known fraud,
red = more.
Note that many fraudlent
providers are close, which
means this can be used to
search for other fraud.
(Fraud data not used to
construct network.)
Also note the complex
structure of the network,
with various components
and a Y branch.
Image credit: Carlsson, Ayasdi blog, Why Topological Data Analysis Works.
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Retail customers

(Carlsson, Ayasdi blog)

Data: information about first purchase of each customer. (No details given.)
Colour: percentage of returning customers in each cluster.
Note that clusters with many returning customers tend to clump.
So this allows retailers to predict whether a customer will return
based only on their first purchase.
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Diabetes

(Images from Carlsson, Topology and Data)

The image on the left was produced using a “projection pursuit” method.
The core shows normal or near-normal patients, and the two flares show
Type I and Type II diabetes.
The image on the right shows that Mapper can reproduce this known classification.
It was produced using a density filter function.
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More on Type II diabetes

(Li et al, 2015)

More recent work has
discovered three forms of
Type II diabetes.
Data: 2551 patients with
Type II diabetes. For each
patient, 73 clinical variables
and 7097 genetic variables.
Colour: male vs female, not
particularly interesting.
The main point is the very
clear clustering into three
subtypes, not characterized
before.
Patients within each cluster
have many similarities.
Image: Li et al, Identification of type 2 diabetes subgroups through topological analysis of patient similarity. 74 / 87
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Bonus material!
1. How do we measure the size of a barcode or the distance between barcodes?
2. An example with financial time series.
I’ll only briefly sketch these.
I’ve made use of the original sources (cited below), as well as slides and code from a
talk given by Koundinya Vajjha at Western.
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Persistence landscapes
First described in:
P. Bubenik, Statistical topological data analysis using persistence landscapes.
J. Machine Learning Research 16 (2015) 77–102.
Given an interval [a, b], consider the
function f[a,b] : R → R defined by


if t 6∈ [a, b]
0
f(a,b) (t) := t − a if a ≤ t ≤ (a + b)/2


b − t if (a + b)/2 ≤ t ≤ b
If there is only one interval [a, b] in a
barcode, then f[a,b] is the persistence
landscape of the barcode.
Image credit: Kovacev-Nikolic, Bubenik, Nikolić, Heo.
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Persistence landscape of a barcode
If we have a collection [ai , bi ] of intervals in a barcode B, we get a sequence λk of
functions, for k ∈ N:
λk (x) := k-max{f(ai ,bi ) (x)},
the kth largest function value.
(λk (x) = 0 if k > number of intervals.)
You can recover the barcode from this
sequence.
Why do this?
We regard the sequence of functions as
a vector in Lp (N × R), which is a
Banach space.
This allows quantitative comparisons
to be made and statistical methods to
be used.
Image credit: Kovacev-Nikolic, Bubenik, Nikolić, Heo.
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Norms of barcodes
For example, we can define the p-norm of a barcode B to be
kBkp :=

∞ Z
X

!1/p
|λk (t)|p dt

.

R

k=1

Intuitively, long barcodes and many barcodes both give rise to larger p-norms, so this
is some measure of “how much homology” there is.
These can be expressed directly in terms of the intervals. For example,
X
kBk1 =
(bi − ai )2 /4
i

and
kBk∞ = sup(bi − ai )/2.
i
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Distance between barcodes
The real advantage of the encoding of barcodes as functions is that we can then add
and subtract them, and multiply by scalars.
So we can define the p-distance between two barcodes B and B 0 to be the p-norm of
the sequence of difference functions λk − λ0k .
(There are other notions of distance, e.g. Wasserstein distance and Bottleneck
distance, and these are related, but not equal.)
Once we have a distance, we can do things like try to match one plot cloud against
some reference point clouds, e.g. for object recognition, or for detecting money
laundering?
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An application to financial data
Since it’s one of the few papers that applies TDA to financial data, I’ll discuss:
M. Gidea, Y. Katz, Topological data analysis of financial time series:
landscapes of crashes.
Physica A: Statistical Mechanics and its Applications, 491 (2018), 820–834.
I haven’t read this carefully, but note that there are basic errors in the description of
persistent homology. . .
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Barcodes from time series
Gidea and Katz apply TDA to financial time series data in the following way:
Suppose you have d time series x1n , x2n , . . . , xdn , where n indexes the time periods.
Then, for each time n, we have a point xn in Rd .
Fix a window width w, and for each n > w consider the point cloud Xn consisting of
xn−w+1 , xn−w+2 , . . . , xn−1 , xn .
Each Xn is a point cloud with w points in Rd .
Apply persistent H1 to each Xn , giving a barcode.
Take the L1 norm of this barcode, and see how it varies as you slide the window
(i.e., change n).
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S&P 500, DJIA, NASDAQ, Russell 2000
Gidea and Katz look at daily adjusted closing values from 1987 to 2016, 7301 trading
days.
For each day n and each index, they compute the daily return, giving four time series.
They use a window width of 50 days.
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1000 days leading up to 2000 dotcom crash
Blue: S&P 500.
Red: L1 norm of persistent H1 ,
sliding window of 50 days.
They suggest that the growth in
the L1 norm gives a warning
about the crash.

Image credit: Gidea and Katz.
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1000 days leading up to 2008 crisis
Blue: S&P 500.
Red: L1 norm of persistent H1 ,
sliding window of 50 days.
They suggest that the growth in
the L1 norm gives a warning
about the crash.

Image credit: Gidea and Katz.
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A close-up

Image credit: Christensen and Vajjha.
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References for bonus material
P. Bubenik, Statistical topological data analysis using persistence landscapes.
J. Machine Learning Research 16 (2015) 77–102.
M. Gidea, Y. Katz, Topological data analysis of financial time series:
landscapes of crashes.
Physica A: Statistical Mechanics and its Applications, 491 (2018), 820–834.
In that paper, Gidea and Katz do further analysis as well, but I haven’t looked at it
carefully.
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